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Abstract
We present a method for simulating local water
waves caused by obstacles in water streams
for real-time graphics applications. Given
a low-resolution water surface and velocity
field, our method is able to decorate the input
water surface with high resolution detail for the
animated waves around obstacles. We construct
and animate a vector representation of the
waves. It is then converted to feature-aligned
meshes for capturing the surfaces of the waves.
Results demonstrate that our method has the
benefits of real-time performance and easy
controllability. The method also fits well
into a state-of-the-art river animation system.

Keywords: water waves, real-time simula-
tion, procedural methods

1 Introduction
Realistic animation of large bodies of water,

such as rivers, lakes or oceans, is an impor-
tant aspect for graphics applications where nat-
ural environments are involved. Though fluid
simulation based on solving the full 3D Navier-
Stokes equations has achieved great progress in
recent years, it is still too computationally ex-
pensive to be directly used for the animation of
large water volumes. In practice, it is common
to simplify the problem to simulating water sur-
face waves based on height-fields.

On the surfaces of water streams, one can
easily see some local wave phenomena (Fig. 1)
which have quasi-regular and stationary geomet-
ric structures. However, they are often missed in
current animation applications due to technique
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difficulties. Using Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics (CFD) techniques, even in 2D [1], would re-
quire very high resolution discretization to cap-
ture the details of the waves, which is not afford-
able in real-time applications. Other obstacles to
use CFD in this case include complicated phys-
ical causes for these local waves, and difficult
control of the output waves geometries. Proce-
dural wave models can avoid some of these ob-
stacles, but most of existing ones are designed
either for non-local waves [2] or non-flowing
water [3] typically for ocean scenes.

In this paper we choose to simulate a typ-
ical local wave phenomenon which is caused
by obstacles in shallow streams (Figs. 1a and
1b). We approach the problem by locally adding
detailed waves to a coarse water surface pro-
vided by usual simulation methods. For the lo-
cal waves, we propose the use of two different
representations, vectors and meshes, for simula-
tion and rendering respectively. Our simulation
method, improved from Neyret and Praizelin’s
algorithm [5], usesvectorrepresentation to cap-
ture the geometricfeaturesof the waves. To
achieve high-quality surface details, we pro-
pose to build feature-aligned wave meshes. We
also propose efficient ways to merge the wave
meshes with underlying support water surface
and handle wave intersection.

Results show that our method can simulate re-
alistic waves caused by obstacles with very low
computational cost. In addition, the geometric
shapes of the waves is intuitively controllable.
Our method also has good compatibilities with
other water wave or water flow models. We en-
vision that the approach of feature-based vector
simulation is also applicable for other local wave
phenomena.
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Figure 1: Photograph of local wave phenomena in water flow: waves caused by obstacles in shallow water and their
intersection (a, b), waves caused by underwater obstacles (c), hydraulic jump and foams (d), and boils caused by ejections
from river bed [4](e). Please zoom-in for more details.

2 Related work
In this section we review the water simula-

tion techniques that are suitable for large bodies
of water in real-time graphics applications. We
refer readers to Bridson’s book [6] for a more
comprehensive introduction of water simulation
for computer graphics.

Procedural techniques are a good choice for
cases where computation resources are limited.
Perlin noise [7] is a simple way to simulate ran-
dom water waves. More realistic ocean waves
can be achieved by superimposing sinusoidal
waves in the spatial domain [8] or spectral do-
main [2]. Also there exist methods for simu-
lating local waves. Yukselet al. [3] propose
a particle system to simulate water waves made
by water-object interaction. Glassner [9] sim-
ulates ship waves in deep water by geometric
construction. Neyret and Praizelin [5] proposed
a procedural way to construct the geometric fea-
tures of the waves caused by obstacles in shal-
low streams. One of our contributions is to im-
prove it for more stable and efficient animation.

Another category of methods is based on
CFD techniques. Water waves in shallow water
can be simulated by solving linear wave equa-
tions [10] or shallow water equations [11] over
a dynamic height field. Kipfer and Westermann
[12] simulate river flow with Smoothed Parti-
cle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. These meth-
ods can handle interaction better than the pro-
cedural ones, but do not scale well. Some real-
time CFD-based methods have demonstrated the
wave phenomenon we target but only with low
resolution surface details [13].

A promising solution for simulating large
bodies of water with small scale details in
real-time is to couple several models together.
Thürey et al. [14] add breaking waves upon

shallow water simulation. Yuet al. [15, 16] sim-
ulate rivers by superimposing advected textures
on procedurally generated flow. Chentanez and
Müler [1] also demonstrate a river animation
system that combines the shallow water simu-
lation with other wave models. However, both
of the two state-of-the-art river animation sys-
tems fail to demonstrate detailed waves caused
by obstacles. Our aim is to fill this gap.

3 Input data
We model the surface of a river by super-

imposing local water waves upon a mean flow
(Fig. 2). The mean flow provides not only a sup-
port geometry for constructing wave surfaces,
but also flow velocity required by our wave sim-
ulation algorithm (Section 4). The composition
allows that the resolution of the large mean flow
could be much coarser than that of the local
waves we want to simulate.

Mean water surface

Wave surface

Obstacle

Mean flow

Figure 2: We model the surface of a river by superimpos-
ing local wave surfaces on a mean water surface.

We assume the mean flow is a steady 2.5D
flow as everyday’s river is generally calm.
Therefore, it has a time-invariant horizontal ve-
locity field vs, and a time-invariant depth field
h. To enhance dynamic details of the flow ve-
locity, we superimpose local perturbationsvpi

onvs and get a quasi-stationary flow as in [17]:

v = vs +
∑

i

vpi , (1)

wherevpi could be the analytic solution of sink,



source or vortex with a cutoff radius which is
advected with the steady flow velocityvs.

4 Vector simulation of waves
The purpose of vector simulation is to capture

the geometric features of the wave patterns we
target (Figs. 1a and 1b). Our method is mostly
based on Neyret and Praizelin’s algorithm [5]
with improvements for better stability and per-
formance. To ease the reader’s understanding,
we briefly introduce the original algorithm be-
fore detailing our improvements to it.

4.1 Original algorithm
Neyret and Praizelin’s wave model assumes

that the predominant stationary wave caused by
an obstacle in a shallow stream can be approxi-
mated by the shallow water theory [18, page 22],
which suggests that the wave speed|c| = √

gh,
whereg is the gravitational acceleration andh is
the local water depth. By using an analogy be-
tween the shallow water theory and compress-
ible gas dynamics, the wave in consideration is
calledshockwavein the following discussion. In
addition, the model assumes that the shockwave
triggers a series of ripples upstream of it (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Neyret and Praizelin’s wave model assumes that
the waves made by an obstacle consist of a predominant
shockwave and a series of ripples.

Neyret and Praizelin achieved an algorithm
for determining the wave crest of the shockwave
by analysing its geometric properties (Fig. 4). In
a running stream, a wave can be stationary pro-
vided its wave speed|c| = |v| cosα, wherev is
the local flow velocity andα is the propagation
angle of the wave relative to the upstream direc-
tion. Therefore, the crest of a shockwave should
lie at an angle

α = arccos

√
gh

|v| (2)

to the upstream direction. At the most upstream

point, starting point, of a shockwave, the wave
crest should be orthogonal to local flow velocity
v, i.e., α = 0. Substituting it into Eq. 2 gives
|v| =

√
gh at the starting point. Recall that the

Froude numberFr = |v|√
gh

. A supercritical flow
(Fr > 1) past an obstacle leaves a subcritical
area (Fr < 1) in front of the obstacle. This
means the starting point whereFr = 1 can be
found at the boundary of the subcritical area.

Starting point

Shockwave crest

Particle
isoFr=1

Fr < 1

Water flow (Fr > 1)

Obstacle

c

v

ve α

dv0

x

x0

λ

Perturbation

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the vector simulation
of shockwaves. Our improvements to [5] include: using
particles to trace the wave crest, and efficiently finding the
starting point.

Based on the above analysis, Neyret and
Praizelin’s algorithm at each time step can be
summarized as follows:
- Identify a subcritical region upstream from

the obstacle by constructing a contour line of
Fr = 1 starting form the obstacle boundary.

- Find the starting point of the shockwave
along the contour line ofFr = 1.

- Construct a curve, which represents the
shockwave crest, passing through the starting
point and satisfying Eq. 2.
In the following sections, we improve the

above algorithm for more stable and efficient an-
imation.

4.2 Updating wave starting points
The original algorithm has drawbacks when

updating shockwave starting points. At each
simulation step, it must reconstruct a new con-
tour line ofFr = 1 to locate the new position of
the starting point. However, an abrupt velocity
perturbation might occasionally yield discontin-
uous constructions which leads to the popping
of wave crests. In addition, reconstructing the
contour line at each time step is inefficient.

Considering that the water flow in our prob-
lem is quasi-stationary with small perturbations,
we precompute the starting point. At every



frame, we directly move the starting point to
a nearby position whereFr = 1 without con-
structing a new contour line ofFr = 1, thus the
new scheme is more robust and efficient.

For a shockwave starting pointx, we store
its initial locationx0 and a local steady velocity
gradientdv0 = ∇|vs(x0)|. As shown in Fig. 4,
at each time step we locatex at a distance ofλ
from x0 along the directiondv0:

x = x0 + λ
dv0

|dv0|
, (3)

to ensure|v(x)| = |c|, i.e.,Fr = 1. Now our
task is to solveλ at each time step. Using linear
approximation, we estimate the stationary flow
velocity with vs(x) ≈ vs(x0) + λdv0. In ad-
dition, we assume that only the nearest pertur-
bationvp has a significant influence on the po-
sition of the shockwave starting point. Substi-
tuting vs(x) andvp(x) in Eq. 1 yieldsv(x) =
vs(x0) + λdv0 + vp(x0 + λ dv0

|dv0|). Then, we
can solve|v(x)| = |c| for λ by using a simple
iterative scheme.

4.3 Tracing wave crests with particles
The original algorithm constructs a shock-

wave crest passing through the starting point by
iteratively creating short line segments satisfy-
ing Eq. 2. However, this Eulerian scheme makes
the propagation of perturbations along the wave
crest complicated and unstable. Instead, we pro-
pose a Lagrangian particle-based scheme, which
is more suitable for advecting physical quanti-
ties.

First let’s investigate the behavior of the ele-
ments of a stationary wave (Fig. 4). In a run-
ning stream, waves not only propagate at the
wave velocityc but also advect with the cur-
rent of velocityv. Hence the resultant velocity
of a wave element is the vector sum of the two
velocities: ve = v + c. As we discussed in
Section 4.1, the component|v| cosα of stream
velocity at right angles to the crest cancels the
crest’s motion at the wave speed|c|. Thus we
have|ve| = |v| sinα =

√

|v|2 − |c|2, andve is
tangent to the wave crest.

Based on the above observation, we use par-
ticles to represent the wave elements. At each
time step, we generate two new particles respec-
tively at the two sides of a shockwave starting
point and update all existing particles withve.

In addition, in order to simulate the attenuation
of wave energy, we associate an intensity value
to each particle. The intensity value starts from
1 and linearly decreases to0 with a user given
wave attenuation ratek. We kill a particle when
its intensity vanishes. Finally, connecting exist-
ing particles with line segments gives a shock-
wave crest.

5 Wave surfaces generation
In this section, we present how to generate

high-quality wave surfaces to support realistic
rendering in real-time based on the vector simu-
lation.

5.1 Extruding wave surfaces
The waves produced by an obstacle consist of

a dominating shockwave and a train of parasitic
ripples upstream of it. To construct the wave sur-
face, in theory we need to simulate the crests,
profiles and amplitudes of both the shockwave
and the ripples. However, what we can obtain
from our vector simulation is only the shock-
wave crest. Fortunately, one important feature
of the wave pattern we target is that all the wave
crests are nearly regular and parallel. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that the wave surface
to be constructed is the resultant of sweeping a
profile curve along a shockwave crest (Fig. 5b).
Here, the profile curve represents the superposi-
tion of one shockwave and a series of ripples.

With the above assumption, we can formulate
the surface definition as follows. The sweep-
ing operation uses a shockwave crest as its base
curve C(u). Let 〈T,B,N〉 be a local frame
moving along the base curve, withT the unit
tangent to the base curve,N the normal of the
mean water surface, andB = T ×N. Given a
normalized wave profilez(v), a wave amplitude
functiona(u) and a wave width functionw(u),
we define the parameterized wave surface as:

S(u, v) = Sm(x(u, v)) + a(u) · z(v) ·N, (4)

where Sm is the mean water surface and
x(u, v) = C(u)+v ·w(u) ·B. If we neglect the
derivative of amplitudea(u), the surface normal
can be calculated by

Nw(u, v) = − a

w

∂z

∂v
B+N. (5)
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Figure 5: (a) A custom wave profilez(v) defined by Eq. 6. (b) Sweeping the profile curve along a base curve (a shockwave
crest) forms a wave surface. (c) Wave surface is sampled by a quad mesh aligned with iso-parameter lines.

Note that this formula allows us to compute nor-
mals efficiently by using pre-computed deriva-
tives of the wave profilez.

The choice of the wave profilez(v) is up to
users except the constraint:z(v) = z′(v) =
z′′(v) = 0 at the two ends. This constraint en-
suresG2 continuity between the wave surface
and the mean water surface. In our implemen-
tation, we used the normalized wave profile il-
lustrated in Fig. 5b. It is defined as the sum of a
gravity wave profilezg(v) and a capillary wave
profile zc(v) inspired by [19]:

z(v) = zg(v) + zc(v), v ∈ [−1..1], (6)

where zg(v) = 2(3v + 1√
2
)e

−(3v+ 1√
2
)2 ,

and zc(v) = .045(e−2v cos(24πv) − 1 −
v(e−2 cos(24π) − 1)).

5.2 Tessellating wave surfaces
Our task now is to tessellate the parameter-

ized wave surface,S(u, v), to get a mesh strip
that is able to minimize geometric aliasing. As
suggested in [20], an effective way to achieve
this is to construct a quad mesh whose edges
are aligned to iso-parameter lines (Fig. 5c). We
build the quad mesh in two steps.First, we cre-
ate rib curves uniformly sampled along the base
curve. Meanwhile, we let the rib curves be or-
thogonal to the base curve. Note that the rib
curves may intersect each other when the cur-
vature radius of the base curve is less thanw/2.
In this case, we relax the the requirements of or-
thogonality. Second, we uniformly sample on
the rib curves to create lines in another param-
eterization direction,i.e., v direction. The sam-
pling density is controlled by the LOD scheme
that will be introduced in Section 5.5.

5.3 Superimposing waves on mean flow
Having tessellated the wave surfaces, we need

to apply the mesh strips upon the mesh of the
mean water surface. Drawing them separately
would not give a correct result because wave
surfaces may have negative offset from the mean
water surface (Fig. 2). The mesh-stitching tech-
nique described in [21] may work for merging
these meshes. However, this method requires
remeshing the two surfaces to be merged. Since
the waves are dynamic, the remeshing would
have to be done in each frame. It is not only
computationally expensive but also leads to an
extra time cost for uploading the new surface
data to the GPU memory.

To avoid remeshing the mean water surface,
we approach the composing problem by using
the stencil buffer found on graphics hardware.
We first draw all wave surfaces into not only a
color buffer but also a stencil buffer. The sten-
cil buffer is able to indicate which fragments are
covered by the wave surfaces. Then we draw the
mean water surface into the color buffer where
the wave surfaces are not present. By using this
method, we do not need to modify the mean wa-
ter mesh. Still, we need to ensure a perfect con-
tinuity between the wave surface and the mean
water surface. When the boundary of a wave
mesh strip intersects with the edges of the mean
water surface mesh in top-down projection, ge-
ometry gaps between the two meshes may ap-
pear. To avoid this, we split the wave strip at
the intersection by inserting extra ribs whose el-
evation is provided by interpolation on the mean
water surface.

5.4 Handling wave intersections
When two obstacles are close, the waves

caused by them may intersect and overlap with
each other (Fig. 1b). Simply drawing two wave



surfaces without handling the intersection will
lead to a non smooth surface, and can not
account for the addition of wave amplitudes
(Fig. 6a). To properly superpose waves, we
construct a dedicated mesh patch for the inter-
section part. Suppose that two wave surfaces
S1(u1, v1) andS2(u2, v2) intersect as shown in
Fig. 6c. The superposed surface of the inter-
section part is defined byS(u1, u2, v1, v2) =
S1(u1, v1) + S2(u2, v2) − Sm(u1, u2), where
Sm is the mean water surface. The surface nor-
mal can be calculated byNw(u1, u2, v1, v2) =
− a1

w1

∂z
∂v
(v1) ·T2 +

a2
w2

∂z
∂v
(v2) · T1 + B1 × B2.

We tessellate the intersection part with a struc-
tured grid aligned with the grid lines ofS1 and
S2. Moreover, we need to cut out this intersec-
tion part in bothS1 andS2.

5.5 Bump-mapping and LOD
Our wave surface construction allows us to

determine accurate per-pixel surface normals
through the analytical bump computed from
Eq. 5. Problems may occur when we should fil-
ter the bumps themselves,i.e., when the sam-
pling frequency (i.e. pixel size) is smaller than
the frequency of waves. As predicted by Shan-
non’s theorem, this yields aliasing. In prac-
tice, this occurs for the capillary wave compo-
nent of the profile (Eq. 6). So, these high fre-
quency waves must be properly filtered. We
progressively fade the capillary ripples accord-
ing to the view distanced. We rewrite Eq. 6 to
z(v) = zg(v)+βzc(v), whereβ decreases from
1 to 0 asd increases.

To ensure good performance, we determine
the resolution of wave mesh strips according to
the view distance. We set the level of subdivi-
sion in the directionv as ⌊log2((1− δ)Nmax)⌋,
with Nmax the maximum number of grid lines,
and δ = d−dnear

dfar−dnear
clamped to[0, 1], where

dnear anddfar correspond to the finest and the
coarsest LOD, respectively.

6 Results and discussions
We tested our method in a scene containing

a 35m long 3 m wide river. For input data,
we precomputed steady flow velocity and wa-
ter depth that are defined on a 2D triangle mesh
by solving the shallow water equations with the
finite volume method [22].

To demonstrate the performance of our

method, we tested it with various view dis-
tances (Fig. 7). All tests were done on an
AMD Athlon 3000+ at 1.8Ghz with an NVIDIA
GeForce 8800GTS. The simulation time in-
cludes two main parts: generating dynamic
shockwave crests and constructing wave surface
meshes. The result, shown in Table 1, demon-
strates that our method is applicable for real-
time applications.

t (ms/frame) close view middle view far view
wave crests 2.5 2.5 2.5

wave meshes 12.0 13.0 17.0

Table 1: Computational time of our simulation.

We compare our results with a state-of-the-art
real-time SPH-based simulation [13] in Fig. 8.
Our result contains much more details of the
waves before the obstacle and is more similar
to the real waves shown in photograph (Fig. 1).

Figure 8: Comparison between our method (left) and
SPH-based simulation (right, reprinted from [13]).

Fig. 10 shows images from our test on the in-
teraction between the waves and leaves advected
with the underlying mean flow. We attach a lo-
cal analytical source velocity field [17] to each
leaf to approximate leaves’ perturbations to the
mean flow. As one can see in the accompanying
video 1, the waves’ response to the leaves pass-
ing through is visually plausible . Compared
with the result of the original algorithm2, where
a whole shockwave sometimes suddenly disap-
pears, our vector simulation is more stable.

Our method provides a set of convenient han-
dles for users to control the output. In the ac-
companying video, we show an example of user
control: the shape of wave patterns can be intu-
itively modified by tuning the wave width func-

1Video available athttp://evasion.inrialpes.
fr/Membres/Qizhi.Yu/phd/.

2Video available athttp://www-evasion.imag.
fr/Membres/Fabrice.Neyret/brooks/
brook.mpg.
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Figure 6: Handling wave intersections. (a) Simple Z-buffer rendering gives a wrong result. (b) We generate a dedicated
mesh patch for the overlapping part. (c) Schematic illustration of our our method. (d) Rendering results of our method.
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Figure 7: Typical views considered in our performance test: far view (left), middle view (middle), and close view (right)

tion w(u). Other controls could also be ap-
plied through the edit of wave amplitude func-
tion a(u), wave profile functionz(v), and wave
attenuate ratek. We could even apply a factor
to the wave velocityc, which will change the
curvature of the shockwave crest.

We have demonstrated that our model fits well
a practical river animation system that integrates
models from different scales [15]. On one hand,
in all results our waves are well attached to the
input mean flow – large scale water motion. On
the other hand, Fig. 9 demonstrates the compat-
ibility with wave models using bump mapping –
small scale surface waves.

One limitation of our method is the assump-
tion of gentle water flow. When in a very turbu-
lent flow or under strong perturbations, our 2.5D
model may turn to be not reasonable. Another
limitation is that our model does not produce
wakes behind the obstacle. This could be en-
hanced by combining procedural flow noise [23]
with advected textures [16].

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient
method for simulating local waves that often
appear in shallow and running streams. The
key idea is to separate the representation of the
waves for animation and rendering, using vec-
tors and meshes respectively. The results show

that the vector description allows efficient ani-
mation, and the feature aligned meshes ensure
high-quality rendering. The proposed method
also allows users to intuitionally control the
shape of output waves. Finally, our method can
be easily incorporated into state-of-the-art hy-
brid river animation systems.

One of our future work is to avoid the precom-
putation of the input data. The river flow could
be generated on-the-fly by using a procedural
method [15], or a fast shallow water solver [1].

The approach of simulating vector features of
the waves would connect a wide range of pre-
vious studies on water waves to computer ani-
mation. We could utilize the results of structural
analysis [24] or experimental measurements [4]
of local water waves to simulate more wave phe-
nomena shown in Fig. 1.
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